Can eve.ry (non-Desargues t . . an) projee.,tJVe p~'~imbedded (in some natural, g~anet.ric ff.hion) in af1J8sarguesian) projective space? The Ite,titn is ne . . .WI~.ut. .,trnp . . · ortant, for, if the answer is yes, tfo entirely SEijifia'Wt fields of research can be united~1his paper ;p~1des. conceptually simple geometric construction 1vh1dti',Y1elds an affirmative answer for a broad class of pla.uer. A plane 1t is given by the construction precisely when 1t is a translation p1ar1e with a coordinatizing :right Veblen-Wedderburn system which is finite-dimensional over its left-operator skewfield. The condition is satisfied by all known translation planes, including all finite translation p1aneso
-------~--------------------------------.----------------------------------------
1. Introduction. One might say, with some justice, that projective geometry, in so far as present day research is concerned, has split into two qUite separate fields. On the one hand, the researcher into the foundations of geometry tends to regard Desarguesian spaces as completely known. Since the only possible nonDesarguesian spaces are planes, his attention is restricted to the theory of projective planes, especially the non-Desarguesian planes. On the other hand;stand all those researchers -and especially, the algebraic geometers -who are unwilling to be bound to two-dimensional space and uninterested in permitting non-Desarguesian planes to assume an exceptional role in their theorems. For the latter group of researchers, there are no projective spaces except the Desarguesian spaces.
In the present paper we present a construction Which, we hope, may do just a little to span the chasm between the two fields of projective geometry. Specifically, we show how to construct a class of non-Desarguesian planes (which occur most naturally in affine form) in terms of the elements (certain points and certain projective subspaces) of (Desarguesian) projective spaces of even dimension.
The construction is given in Section 4. Since this paper has two authors, the following remarks may be appropriate:
The present construction hinges upon the concept of a spread (of an odd-dimensional The first published use of spreads for the construc'tion of non-Desarguesian planes is that in the present paper.
• 3 2. Projective spaces in terms~vector spaces. Since most algebraists are more familiar with vector spaces than with projective spaces , we wish to recall a classical representation. This representation is thoroughly studied, for example1 in Baer [4J.
Let F be a skew-field (that is , an associative division ring which mayor may not be commutative) and let V be a vector space with F as a ring of (say) left-operators. The dimension of V over F may be finite or infinite but
(to avoid trivialities) should be at least 3. From V we define a projective space E =E(V/F) in the following manner: A point (or a.dimensional projective subspace) of E is a I-dimensional vector subspace of V over F. More generally, for each non-negative integer s, an s.dimensional projective subspace of E is an (s+l)-dimensional vector subspace of V over F. And incidence in E is defined in terms of the containing relation in V. The axiom of Desargues is a theorem of E. The axiom of Pappus is valid in E precisely when F is a field.
Conversely, if d > 2 is a positive integer and if E is ad-dimensional projective space (and if E satisfies the axiom of Desargues in case d=2) then there exists a skew-field F, uniquely defined to within an isomorphism, and a (d+l)-dimensional vector space V over F such that E is isomorphic to E(V/F).
Since, by the Theorem of Wedderburn, the only finite skew-fields are the Galois fields GF(q), one for each prime-power q, the only finite d-dimensional
Desarguesian projective spaces are the projective spaces PG(d, q), one for each d~2 and each prime-power q, where PG(d,q) is defined as above, with V (d+I)-dimensional over GF( q) • 3. Spreads. Let~be a (finite or infinite) projective space of odd dimension 2t-l. Let S be a collection of (t-l)-dimensional projective subsapces of~. We call S a spread of~provided that each point of~is contained in one and only one member of~. -Note that, if t=l,~is a projective line and L bas precisely one spread, namely the collection consisting of all the points of~.
In the special case that L = PG(2t-l,q), a simple calculation shows that a spread of~is merely a collection of 1 + qt distinct (t-l)-dimensional projective subspaces which are skew in the sense that no two have a common point.
The existence of a spread of PG(2t-l),q) may be shown qUite simply in terms of the representation described in Section~. Set L = GF( It). Let K = GF(qt) be the unique subfield of L of indicated order and let F = GF(q) be the unique subfield of Land K of indicated order. Then L is a 2-dimensional vector space over K, and K is a t-dimensional vector space over F, and L is a (2t)-dimensional vector space over F. Hence, in the sense of isomorphism, PG(2t-l, q) =~(L/F) and PG(l, qt) =~(L/K). The set, S, of all l-dimensional vector subspaces of Lover K is also a set of (same but not all) t-dimensional vector subepaces of Lover F. And S is, simultaneously, a spread of PG(l, qt) and a spread of PG(2t-l, q). -As we shall see later, not all spreads of PG(2t-l, q) can be obtained in this manner if t > 1.
Before turning to our construction we should like to raise a point which may be of some interest. Again let~be a (finite or infinite) projective space of odd dimension 2t-l, but now assume that t is at least two. Call a collection, S, of (t-l)~dimensionalprojective subspaces of L a dual spread ofp rovided that each (2t-2)-dimens1onal projective subspace of~contains one and only member of S. If~is finite, it is easy to see that the class of all spreads of E is identical With the class of all dual spreads of E. It is not obvious whether the two classes need coincide when E is infinite.
• 5 4. The construction. Let t be a positive integer. What we have to say will be valid for t=l but will only be new for t~2.
Let E be a projective space of even dimension 2t, and let E' be a fixed projective subspace of E of dimension 2t-1. Furthermore, let 8 be a fixed spread of E'. We construct a system (which will turn out to be an affine plane) as follows:
The points of n are the points of E which are not in EI •
The~of 11: are the t-dimensional projective subspaces of E which intersect E' in a unique member of 8, and are not contained in E'.
The incidence relation of n is that induced by the incidence relation of E. Finally, let P, Q be distinct points of~. Then the line, PQ, of E is not contained in the (2t..1)-dimensiona1 projective subspace E' of E. Since E has dimension 2t, PQ be.s a unique point, R, in common with E'. Since S is a spread of E " R is contained in one and only one member, J, of S. If there exists aline, L, of~which contains P and Q, then L must contain R and hence J. On the other hand, if L is the unique line of n which con... tains P and J, then L contains R and hence L contains PR = PQ. Therefore L contains P and Q. Thus: if P, Q are two distinct points of~l then P and Q are contained in one and only one line, L, ofn.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need only show that each line of~contains at least two distinct points of~. But this is sufficiently obvious.
• In the case of the Corollary, we need only compute the number, n, of l-dimensional vector spaces of a (t+l)-dimensional vector space, L, over GF(q), which are not in a specified t-dimensional vector subspace, J, of L. Clearly n( q-l) t+l t = q -q whence Thus, if E =PG(2t.. q) . each line of n = neE, E', q) has p~e-t cisely n = q distinct points. This proves the Corollary.
We may imbed the affine plane n = n(E, E', S) in a proj ective plane n* in the familiar manner. Since each member" J, of S corresponds to a class of parallel lines of n, namely those containing J" we adjoin each such J to n as a "point at infinity". And we adjoin the spread, S,to n as a "line at infinity". Hence the corresponding projective plane n* has a perfectly concrete representation in terms of our construction.
If (as will turn out to be the case) some of our planes n are not Desarguesian (for t > 1), the main advantage of the present construction is that it exhibits non-Desarguesian projective planes in the realm of classical Desarguesian projective geometry. In particular, the various planes n may be related to the group of all collineations of E. There is, however, a practical question which now must be answered: How extensive is the present construction? In order to give a complete answer we must relate our 'Work to the known the¢)ry of projective planes, and for this purpose we must make rather more use of coordinates than we would choose under other circumstances.
5-An affine rapresentation of spreads. Let t > 2 be a positive integer and let E' be a projective space of odd dimension 2t-l. Then, in the sense of Section 2, Ef = E(W/F) where F is a skew-field and W is a (2t)-d1mensional vector space over F as a ring of left operators. We shall study the spreads of E' which contain a specified (t-1Ldimensional projective subspace of Ef. If a~0 then we want w to be in J(X) for some (unique) X in t .
HO"Tever, in view of (5.7)" w will be in J(X) precisely when (assuming (5.11»
or (in view of (5.8), (5.12» precisely when aX = b.
In the section which follows we shall use the present discussion to exhibit the connection between spreads and the so-called Veblen-Wedderburn systems. For this reason we shall not bother to give examples at this point. for all f" g in F. Consequently, the mapping f -> fl is an operator-isomorphism of F upon a skew-field Fl which is a subsystem of (R, +" .). Therefore we may imbed F as a sub-skew-field of (R, +, .) with properties (6.5)" (6.6) by making the identification f =fl for every f in F.
Affine coordinates for
At this point we need a knovm lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let (H, +, .) be a Veblen-Wedderburn system and let F be the set of all elements f in R which satisfy (6.5)" (6.6) for all x, y in R.
Then the subsystem (F" +,.) of (H, +,.) is a skew-field.
Definition. We shall call the skew-field F of Lemma 6.1 the leftoperator skew-field of the Veblen-Wedderburn system (H, +" .).
Proof. With each element x of R we associate a mapping, R(x)" of H, the right-multiplication by x, defined by for all y in R. In view of axiom (iv), each R(x) is an endomorphism of the abelian group (R, +). By axiom (iii), if a, b are elements of R with a~0" there exists a unique x in R such that aR(x) =b. Hence the setõ f right multiplications of R is an irreducible set of endomorphisms of (R" +).
Therefore" by Schur's Lemma" the centralizer" (f!,. *" of~in the ring of all endomorphisms of (R, +), is a skevT-field. An endomorphism, e, of (R, +) is in a* if and only if (6.8) (ye)x = (yx)e for all y~x in R. Setting y = 1 in (6.8), we get (6.9)
x e = fx for all x, where f = leo From (6.9) in (6.8), we get
for all y, x in R. That is, (6.6) holds. In addition, since 9 is an endomorphism of (R, +), then (6.5) holds. Conversely, if f satisfies (6.5), (6.6) and if e ts defined by (6.9) , then e is an endomorphism of (R, Consequently the system (F, +, .) is a. skevT-field anti-isomorphic to the skew-field @(*.
Now we may add our crucial axiom:
(Vi) The Veblen-Wedderburn system CR, +, .) is a finite-dimensional vector space over its left-qperator skew-field.
We note that, although the skew-field F from which we started is not necessarily the full left-operator skew-field of (R, +, .), nevertheless, (R, +) \ must, a fortiori, have finite dimension over its left-operator skew-field.
Axiom (vi) raises a question to which the answer is probably unknown: Has every Veblen-Wedderburn system finite dimension over its left-operator skewfield?~T ranslation planes. For an axiomatic characterization of translation planes;, see M. Hall [5] . We need merely say here that a projective plane n* is a translation plane with respect to one of i.ts lines, L, if and only if the corresponding affine plane~, obtained from n* by deleting L and its points, can be coordinatized by a Veblen-Wedderburn system. It will be convenient here to speak of the affine plane~as an affine translation plane. Now we may state a theorem:
Theorem 7.1. Every affine plane~(E, EI, S), constructed as in Section 4, is a translation plane. Conversely, if~is alLe,t'fine trenslation plane with a coordinating Veblen-Wedderburn system which is finite dimensional over its leftoperator skew-field, then~is isomorphic to at least one plane~(E, E', S).
I
Corollary. Every finite affine translation plane is isomorphic to at least one plane~(E, E', S).
Proof. We need only concern ourselves with the second sentence of Theorem 7.1. Suppose then that~is coordinatized by a Veblen-Wedderburn system (R, +, .). Suppose also that (R, +, .) has a sUbsystem, F = (r, +, .), such that F is a skeW-field contained in (but not necessarily equal to) the leftoperator skew-field of (R, +, .) and such that R is a t-dimensional vector space over F, where t is a positive integer. It is to be understood that the At this point, we define E = E(VIF) to be the usual (2t)-dimensional projective space, take E' =E(w/F) to be the corresponding (2t-l)-dimensional projective subspace of E, and use the spread S, just defined, as a spread of EI. It is now a simple matter to verify that the affine plane re(E, Et, S) is isomorphic to the plane re from which we started. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1-Clearly we have made very little use, in the foregoing proof, of the fact that R has finite dimension t over F. However, without this restriction, the projective s:pace E is infinite dimensional, and so is E'. And now we see the problem: How do we define the concept of a spread of an infinite-dimensional projective~pace?
For specific examples of Veblen-Wedderburn systems -and hence for examples of spreads -see M. Hall [5] . 8 . Some geometric examples. In order to avoid giving the impression that the only way to construct spreads is by using Veble~~vJedderburn systems, we shall sketch briefly, without proof, part of a geometric theory developed by Bruck for spreads of PG(3, g).
We recall that a spread of PG(3, g) is a set of 1 + g2 skew lines of PG(3, g).
If A, B, C are three distinct skew lines, the set, rlX-t, of transversals taining A, B, C and D. As a c>o~seguel1ce, thI:~:...~3.~~lnes A!f3;0~~e con=-.. tained in predsely (q2-g}!2 c1j 8tinct regular spTea,lls, anri eB.ch t'Wo of these
spreads h~ve rr8cisel~~~~4,B?C in c~T he case g=2 is exceptional. Every spread of PG(3,2) is regular; and three skew lines A,B,C of PG(3,2) are contained in precisely one spread. In the rest of the discussion we assume g > 2.
Let S be a spread of PG(3" q) " q > 2" which happens to contain a regulus c;J2 • If S r is derived from S by replacing the regulus cdPby the opposite regulus rJ?' " then Sf is a spread. Moreover" if one of S, S' is regular, the other is not. It seems reasonable to conjecture that every spread may be obtained from a regular spread by iteration of the process of replacing a regulus by the opposite regulus. The conjecture is correct for q = 3. The analYtic formulation of the above remarks is quite interesting. We use the notation of Section 6, with F = GF( q) and t=2, except that, to emphasize "\the fact that we are dealing with lines, we use L instead of J. Then (8.1) (8.2) , vThere X is a matrix of two rows and columns over GF( q). 9 . A connection with a procedure of Ostrum. In a series of papers, of which we shall mention only two, Ostrum [8, 9J has developed a procedure for constructing from a given plane 1C of finite order n 2 a "conjugate" plane 11" which is symmetrically related to 1C but usually has different properties..
We explain the procedure in its affine form: And -in view of the preceding paragraph -Ostrum's procedure amounts, in this case, to changing the spread S by replacing the regulus c;J! by the opposite regulus~t. In particular" the conjecture about spreads of PG(:;,q) mentioned in Sectton 8 could be rephrased as a conjecture that, by iteration of Ostrum's procedure, any translati<m plane obtainable by our construction from PG(4, q) could be derived from a Desarguesian plane.
